The Lion King: Rhythms of the Pride Lands

Activity Sheet

You will need:

- An adult to help you
- 5 sheets of paper
- 10 pieces of string or ribbon
- Kid-friendly scissors
- A printer
- Coloring supplies

Let’s get started!

1. Print out a copy of the The Lion King: Rhythms of the Pride Lands Activity Sheet.
2. Pick out your favorite face and color it any way you’d like!
3. Cut out your coloring—making sure to cut out holes for the strings. Remember, all cutting should be done by an adult.
4. Tie 1 piece of string to each hole. Tie the strings carefully, so you do not rip the paper. Repeat steps 1-4 for remaining cut-outs.
5. You did it! Now use the strings to tie your artwork to your face and become your favorite character! Share your new face with #DisneyMagicMoments.